Workers’ Daughters on the Outer Boulevard (Illustration for Emile Zola’s “L’Assommoir”), 1877/78

Pen and brown ink, over black chalk, on ivory laid paper;
275 x 399 mm (10⅞ x 15⅞ in.)
REGENSTEIN COLLECTION, 1986.420

A contemporary once remarked of Pierre Auguste Renoir that “he always looks on the bright side.” Certainly, this artist’s extraordinary popularity today can be explained in part by his preference for bright color and appealing subject matter. Given his commitment to visual optimism, Renoir faced no small challenge when in 1877 he set about providing illustrations for one of the most grittily realistic novels of his day, Emile Zola’s L’Assommoir.

Although regarded by many of its contemporary readers as an unforgivable lapse of taste on the part of its author, L’Assommoir aroused a great deal of interest and firmly established Zola’s reputation as a writer of the Naturalist school. As Zola put it, he aimed to depict “morality in action” by telling the story of “the inevitable downfall of a working-class family in the polluted atmosphere of our urban areas.” Written largely in the crude metaphors and slang of slum dwellers themselves, the novel revealed to contemporary Parisians an aspect of current life that most found frightening and repulsive.

L’Assommoir was published in 1877 by Renoir’s patron, the publisher Georges Charpentier; the first illustrated edition was issued the following year. Zola himself was involved in selecting the artists for this project, and approached his old acquaintance Renoir to provide drawings for four scenes in the novel. Renoir’s preference for creating images of beauty made the illustration of the particularly seedy passages of the novel problematic, and some of the resulting drawings lack conviction. However, a lively scene toward the end of the tale provided a more inspiring, if still bittersweet, subject for his fourth and highly successful drawing, Workers’ Daughters on the Outer Boulevard, now in the Regenstein Collection.

In this passage of the novel, the reader meets for the first time the precocious beauty Nana, daughter of the laundress Gervaise, who is the book’s protagonist. Nana, a voluptuous and high-spirited teenager, would eventually become the subject of Zola’s novel Nana (1880), in which she evolves into a ruthless courtesan. In Renoir’s light-filled pen-and-ink drawing, however, there is still a sense of Nana’s innocence, as she escapes her tenement for a Sunday-afternoon walk on the outer boulevards with her friends. Zola’s text represents the episode as follows:

Amid the slow, dull crowd between the spindly trees, they rushed along. . . . Their flying dresses trailed behind them their youth and innocence, they displayed themselves for all to see in the glaring light with the coarseness and obscenity of street urchins, provocative and delicious as virgins returning from the bath with their hair still damp.

Renoir’s first attempt at illustrating Zola’s compelling word picture was a loose wash drawing that probably proved too subtle and sketchy for reproduction. The artist’s second attempt, the Chicago sheet is rendered in layered strokes of warm, brown ink. It is one of the most important drawings the artist produced during the years of high Impressionism. Here, Renoir gently subverted the dark undertones of Zola’s text: While the novelist had seen the blossoming of Nana’s physical beauty as the starting point for her eventual loss of innocence, Renoir’s interpretation shows the girl and her friends as brash yet graceful. Full of youth and energy, they revel in the bright sunlight and in their own good looks. The artist used varied networks of fine lines to create a shimmering surface in which details and contours dissolve. While Nana’s future may be clouded, her pleasure in the moment is radiant. M.T.
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